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I. PLANTING THE SEED

i. Intention behind this toolkit 

        We want to provide newcomers to the McGill Office of Sustainability (MOOS) 
community with a vibrant and helpful map to encourage and empower them to 
create lasting change. McGill and its complex institutions may seem intimidating 
at first glance, but we hope that this toolkit will clear up the foggy trails by pro-
viding simple guidelines and direct support on how to navigate them. The strate-
gies outlined here target opportunities at MOOS but are illustrated in a manner 
applicable to the general McGill community and beyond.

ii. Why you should get involved

For the Change-Maker!
This toolkit is designed to give volunteers a sense of purpose and the ability to 
start their own initiatives. We need people who are passionate and want to make 
a difference, and who feel that this is possible; our goal is to make the journey 
easier! By contributing positively to sustainability at McGill you’re helping to 
drive a movement while gaining valuable experience and skills.  Our supportive 
networks and growing community encourage you to come aboard - it’s a win-win-
win situation!

For the Community/University
Community engagement drives accountability, transparency, and learning both 
in and out of institutions like McGill. Working on sustainability initiatives cre-
ates inclusive circles of learning and active communication where students, 
staff, faculty, and administrators all play important roles in pushing for positive 
change-making.
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II. BRIEF INTRO TO SUSTAINABILITY
i. What is Sustainability?

Sustainability has a reputation for being intangible and 
difficult to grasp. Even MOOS has struggled to land on a 
one-sentence definition. However, because sustainability 
means different things in different contexts, local commu-
nities can participate in shaping what it means to them. 
For the purposes of this toolkit we can look at sustainabil-
ity in terms of three integrated components: environment, 
economy, and society. Sustainability is often referred to 
as occupying the elusive center, where all three elements 
overlap.

II. BRIEF INTRO TO SUSTAINABILITY

1.a. W.M. Adams, The future of sustainability: Rethinking envi-
ronment and development in twenty-first century, 2006

1.b. http://www.sustainablemeasures.com/node/26

Figure 1:  Common conceptual frameworks of sustainability

But what does Environmental, 
Economic and Social Sustainability mean, 

anyway?
At a glance…
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“The process of work-
ing together towards 
a flourishing future 

that balances and in-
tegrates the environ-

mental, social, and 
economic dimensions” 

   - Lilith Wyatt

“Sustainability is an emergent property of a conversation about the world we 
want to live in that is informed by some understanding of the ecological, social, 

and economic consequences of our actions and choices.” 
- Dr. John Robinson, Associate Provost of Sustainability at UBC



ii. RECOGnizing Sustainability at McGill

The McGill Office of Sustainability’s (MOOS) approach to sustainability is inten-
tionally broad and inclusive. Extensive community engagement surfaced five dis-
tinct but interrelated categories that relate to five key areas in which a university 
can embody sustainability in its principles and practices: [R]esearch, [E]ducation, 
[C]onnectivity, [O]perations, and [G]overnance and Administration. Through this 
framework, we can help each other RECOGnize sustainability at McGill!

III. How do YOU Fit In To this FrameWork

You don’t!  The great thing about acting as a change-maker with MOOS is that the 
framework surrounding the office and sustainability itself is not static but ex-
tremely dynamic! We consider multiple dimensions when describing sustainabil-
ity, and thus the framework is flexible and constantly changing to encompass new 
ideas, inputs, and practices.  The better question here is: how can you, as a change-
maker, approach and influence this framework?

Interdisciplinary = relating to one or more branch of knowledge

 
The concept of sustainability as interdisciplinary is key to understanding how ev-
eryone and their expertise, discipline, or past experience can contribute to the cul-
ture of sustainability that is constantly evolving at McGill (and throughout the 
world!). 

 
Interconnectedness = having ties and internal connections between different 

elements or disciplines
 

We want people from a vast array of backgrounds to participate in the process of 
exploring and cultivating sustainability because no one person knows everything.  
Diversity in ideas, knowledge, and know-how creates opportunities for discussion, 
deliberation, and synergy, which will hopefully lead to an understanding of the 
bigger picture.
 

Maturation = the process of developing
 

II. BRIEF INTRO TO SUSTAINABILITY
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To do so, consider:

● What can I contribute?

● What is within my sphere of influence?

● What is outside of the scope of my influence?

The degree to which you wish to be involved in this process is up to you, but as 
drivers and consumers, students can influence both their own actions and those of 
others.  While our time at McGill is short, we can seize the opportunity to forge net-
works of relationships, gain support, innovate, and participate in causes that will 
hopefully carry on.  When it comes to change, the process can be slow and complex, 
but by partaking in change you have the opportunity to leave a lasting impact.
 

IV. SOFT SKILL APPRECIATION
Soft skills are fundamentally important to effective change-making.

While it’s great to have professional abilities, more common skills like effective 
communication, time management, and showing initiative are equally, if not more, 
important! Soft skills are the foundation of every effective change-maker (and keep 
in mind that by just signing up you’re already exercising several of these impor-
tant qualities!). By highlighting your strengths and developing the seeds of undis-
covered skills, volunteering can and lead to a great sense of personal achievement! 

Good Communication

Being able to discuss things clearly and effectively with your seniors and peers 
will help get people to listen to you and, more importantly, allow you to listen ac-
tively and learn from others!
 

Building interpersonal relationships and skills

Getting to know people with similar interests - including students, staff, and fac-
ulty - can help break the barrier that you may find at university where a new, large, 
and diverse environment can be difficult and scary to throw yourself into. 
 

Time-management Skills

Balancing life and school can be exhausting. Being able to partition your time real-
istically is an essential skill to pick up; without it your task list can add up and get 
overwhelming. 

III. How do YOU Fit In To this FrameWork
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“Students are our   
most renewable 

resource” 
- Professor Jim Nicell



IV. SOFT SKILL APPRECIATION

“There are three types of people in this world: those 
who make things happen, those who watch things 
happen, and those who wonder what happened.” 

– Mary Kay Ash

Taking Initiative

The good news is that if you are reading this right now you are already doing it!  

Expanding your Interests

It is not uncommon to have no idea what you want to do with your life. Exploring 
new ideas through hands-on learning opportunities and engagement is a great way 
get your feet wet and expand the range of things you get passionate about!  

Flexibility/Adaptation

It is important to be flexible and able to adapt to changing circumstances. By try-
ing new things and changing your day-to-day patterns you are already showing a 
certain degree of flexibility, and in facing new, potentially unfamiliar situations 
you’re becoming more adaptable!

Positive Attitude

In most areas of life a positive attitude is indispensable. Working with others and 
building relationships will help you maintain a positive attitude when you need it 
most.

V. Change-Maker Initiatives 
i. Tabling Toolkit - Getting Started 

 
Tabling is used widely around campus to promote clubs and campaigns, fundraise, 
and raise awareness about important issues.  We lay down guidelines on how to 
table here - let’s get started!

A Nitty-Gritty Preparation Checklist:
Before setting up a table, it’s important to consider a few key points to make your 
presence on campus helpful and effective: 

 ● What’s your message?
 ● Where and when would your table have the greatest impact?
 ● Who do you need to contact before tabling – for materials, or for permis 
 sion to table at a specific site?
 
The What?:
What’s the purpose behind your table? Having a clear goal will help to guide the 
rest of your planning-to-table process. Here are a few examples of common goals:
 ● Promoting campaigns, events, groups, etc.

  ○ For information-based tabling, make sure all your relevant informa 
  tion is eye-catching and visible from a distance.
  ○ Don’t forget tidbits like important dates, times, locations, contact  
  information, and information like group names.

 ● Fundraising 
  ○ What are you fundraising for? Where is the money going? 

  ○ How are you fundraising? You can provide a service, entertainment,  
  or a product like home-baked falafels or t-shirts or pins!
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“There are three ways to communicate effectively - with art, 
with music, and with food.” - Marianne Coquilleau



V. Change-Maker Initiatives 
The When, Where, and Who?: 
Planning your tabling location and time has a lot to do with who you are reaching 
out to – here are some important things to consider: 

● Are you trying to reach as many people as possible? Think high-traffic areas and busy times of 
the day. Some examples include the Y-intersection, where people often cross going to and from 
class, or outside on McTavish street, which is also a campus activity hub. Inside central buildings 
such as Leacock during peak class hours might also be a good idea. To see requirements for set-
ting up a table outside, visit this link: http://www.mcgill.ca/eventsbookings/

● Are you trying to target different student faculties? Many individual buildings at McGill are 
associated with faculties. For example, the Leacock building is associated with Arts students. To 
table within these buildings, you may have to email to book a table.  Check out “The How?” for a 
list of table-booking contacts: http://ausmcgill.com/en/table-bookings/ 

● Tabling at events: Events are fantastic opportunities to table because the people in attendance 
are usually seeking engagement. For sustainability-related events, check out the SSMU Environ-
ment Committee listserv or the newsfeed from McGill’s sustainability events page: http://www.
mcgill.ca/sustainability/news-events

● Self-care: Though you may be reaching out to others, don’t forget to take care of yourself! Ta-
bling can get quite exhausting, so find some collaborators and ask if you can work together to 

set-up, work shifts, cleanup, etc. Snacks and water are important for both you and your friends!

The How?
How do I book a table? Here are a collection of resources for you if you’d like to find 
and book an area to table:

● http://ssmu.mcgill.ca/events/table-booking/
● http://www.mcgill.ca/desautels/resources/building-admin/tablebooking
● http://ausmcgill.com/en/table-bookings/

V. Change-Maker Initiatives 
Components for success!

Just bringing the bare bones is rarely enough. Here are some above and beyond 
tips to help your table shine and create lasting impacts!

● Attitude: Sometimes, a friendly smile and greeting can provide the all-
important spark to getting someone interested. When tabling, you are rep-
resenting whatever cause you belong to, so remember to stay positive and 
professional. Asking a friend to help you table can facilitate the process, 
with the added benefit of getting them involved too!

● Adaptability: Expect the unexpected, as the saying goes. Be flexible and 
adapt to the situation, which might be something like standing in front of 
your table to engage shy passer-byers, or switching locations if your inter-
section isn’t as bustling as you had hoped. Staying on your toes also keeps 
YOU as engaged as you’d like your audience to be.

● Setting a goal or a time commitment: when you set and achieve a goal 
- even something as small as talking to a certain number of people, col-
lecting a certain number of signatures, or campaigning in specific areas 
throughout the week - you can leave with a sense of accomplishment.  It 
can be as simple as just inspiring other people to take action. 

● Dedication: Practice your pitch and know your stuff! Fluency and enthu-
siasm are much more effective than any pretty pamphlet (and more envi-
ronmentally sustainable too)!

● Following up: When you follow up with participants who may have signed 
up for updates or more information, you show them that you value their 
interest and continued support. It’s the first step in building relationships 
with an audience. 48 hours after first encounters is the rule-of-thumb!

We hope these basic guidelines have helped you prepare to table for whatever 
cause you might be interested in!
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ii. Event Coordination and Logistics

Event coordination done well is an infinitely rewarding experience. It involves a 
fair amount of dedication and organization, so grab some reliable friends to help 
out - event planning gets both easier and more fun when you’ve got a support net-
work of peers!

Sparking your direction:
First off, decide on a purpose for your event. Do you want to:

● Fundraise or raise awareness for an issue?
● Celebrate names, groups, and/or successes?
● Share stories, skills, or knowledge?

Often the purpose of your event might come to you in a spark of inspiration, but 
it’s worth highlighting it explicitly for those you are pitching your event to. It may 
just be a theme or motif, but the purpose of your event should orient the direction 
of your action planning. 

Let’s take a skill, such as knowledge about vermicomposting (composting at home 
with red wiggler worms), and run through the step-by-step process of creating a 
small-sized workshop (our VCW!) around it to demonstrate some key points..

Mapping out your action plan:
An action plan looks like a series of steps delegated to participants to be accom-
plished by a certain date, perhaps your next meeting. These dates can be planned 
out in advance so you can draw out a timeline, or can be planned as you go.

Brainstorming checklist:

It may seem intimidating, but taking it step-by-step with a check-list will make the 
process run smoothly!
● Location: 

a. What kind of space do you want? Consider atmosphere (Bright and 
open), resources, (with desks and chairs), etc. 

Our VMC can be done both outside and inside. Perhaps we’d plan for 
an outdoors workshop and book an indoor venue just in case!

b. What spaces are available? The SSMU building often has rooms, or you 
can even host the workshop outside, weather permitting. 
c. Who do you need to contact to book the spaces?  
d. Don’t forget to confirm your booking close to the event date in case 
something unexpected comes up!

● Date and time:
a. What are the busiest days of the week for participants? It’s often dif-
ficult to decide on dates and times due to a web of individual factors, but 
choose a time through consensus and stick to it! 
b.  As for everything else, don’t forget to have a backup plan!

For our VCW: If our workshop is a short one, we can grab people while 
they’re still on campus by hosting it in the afternoon, hopefully after 
most classes would be over. 

c. Duration of the event 
For a workshop, a good length would be from an hour to an hour and 
a half. Attention spans drop more quickly than you think!

V. Change-Maker Initiatives V. Change-Maker Initiatives 
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● Budgeting:
a. What does your budget look like? What do you need to buy (food, materials, 
etc.), and how can you minimize costs? 
b. There are a variety of funds available to students. Here is just a sample:

○ SPF - http://www.mcgill.ca/sustainability/spf
○ SSMU (Equity Fund, Green Fund, etc.) - http://ssmu.mcgill.ca/about-us/
funding/funding-for-student-groups/
○ Faculty funding – e.g. McGill School of Environment Funding - http://
www.mcgill.ca/mse/students/funding-resources

● Materials: 
a. What do you need, where are you going to get your materials, and who’s go-
ing to get them?

○ For the vermicomposting, we may decide to get individual starter kits to 
distribute to workshop participants for a fee, or just a demonstration kit.
○ We can check out places that might sell vermicomposting kits: e.g. http://
wormgirlmontreal.wordpress.com/worm-store-montreal/
○ Or perhaps ask friends who already vermicompost to help us out!

● Event Content:
a. Depending on the purpose, you may decide to stuff your event with different 
features.

○ Speakers/guests: If you’re interested in getting experts or people with sto-
ries to help you out, contact them early on with an email and ask if they can 
come Always confirm before the event! 
○ Presentations: Would your content be more effective as a PowerPoint 
presentation, a Prezi, or an impassioned interpretive dancer and singer on 
stage?
○ Do you have an event facilitator? MCs and facilitators are often important 
to keep the flow of the event going smoothly
○ There are tons of different ways to organize around event content - get 
creative and look for inspiration in your community or online! 

● Set-up and take-down logistics:
a. What time should you get there to start setting up before everyone arrives?
b. How are you getting the materials to the location there and back?

● Marketing:
a. How are you going to get word out into the public?
b. Consider taking to social media (facebook events, twitter, etc.), listservs, class 
presentations, word-of-mouth, viral campaigns, and other creative ways to 
make sure everyone hears about your event! 

For your event to succeed, it’s incredibly important to be levelheaded and flexible. 
Decide on concrete actions, but don’t be afraid to change your plans if something 
unexpected comes up. Give yourself and your teammates some leeway when mak-
ing plans (extra time before due dates, just in case) and go with the motion of the 
ocean as things progress. Event planning is a dynamic process!

Here’s a helpful guide to keeping your events green: http://ssmu.mcgill.ca/wp-con-
tent/uploads/2011/07/Green-Events-Guide-2012.pdf

V. Change-Maker Initiatives V. Change-Maker Initiatives 
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iii. Implementing Your Own Campaign

Implementing a campaign involves combining passion and energy with strategic 
thinking and focus.

1. What is a campaign?
○ It’s formally defined as: “organized action around a specific issue seeking 
to bring about [policy and behavioral] changes in the policy and behaviors 
of institutions and/or specific public groups…
○ ...the mobilizing of forces by organizations to influence others in order to 
effect an identified and desired social, economic, environmental or politi-
cal change” (http://www.ncvo-vol.org.uk)
○ Put more simply, a campaign is a series of actions to make a change!

2. What specific aim do you want to achieve?
Be specific in outlining what you want to change, and make sure your goals are 

SMART:

i. Specific - well defined

ii. Measurable - identify quantitative targets/numbers
○  What point are you starting from? What is your baseline? 
○  Where do you want to end up?

iii. Achievable - is it feasible?

iv. Realistic - consider your resources and contacts

v. Timed - what’s your proposed timeframe?

With this in mind, which campaign aim is better?
i. [We want better feedback]
ii. [We want the university to commit to a 4 week minimum turnaround 
on feedback for written assessments]

3. Make a campaign plan:
○ Go back to your original campaign aim, and then ask yourself the following 
questions:

i. What impact do you want your campaign to have?
ii. How will you involve others in your campaign?
iii. What events are you going to hold draw attention to your campaign?
iv. What resources will you need? Remember that resources include ev-
erything from time, people, and materials to research and dedication.
v. What is the END GOAL of your campaign - effect on people’s lives, in-
frastructure, etc.?

○ Remember, it’s a step-by-step process. Setting tangible milestones and 
achieving small victories will open doors to making bigger change.

4. Communicating your campaign:
○ Stakeholders - who might you need to influence in order for your campaign 
to succeed?
○ Identify your target audience - who are you trying to reach with your cam-
paign?
○ What are you asking people to do? Make this clear in your communications. 
You may wish to recruit new members, lobby (talk to and convince/persuade) 
decision-makers, or simply work in partnership with individuals to gain ac-
cess to more resources.

5. Evaluate your campaign:
○ Did you achieve your original campaign aim?
○ What was the (quantitative/measured) impact of your campaign?
○ Don’t forget to communicate the change you’ve made to others… inspire fu-
ture campaigners!

V. Change-Maker Initiatives V. Change-Maker Initiatives 
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6. What makes an effective campaign?
○ Can you think of an effective campaign you’ve seen?
○  Examples of effective campaigns in the media:

i. Get Unhooked NHS Anti-Smoking Campaign (Graphic!)
○ Study showed that the advert was effective, despite being named as 
the UK’s most controversial advert in 2007.
○ http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cMRFIU_sADI
○ Advert was shown on TV/print 4x, timed to coincide with New Year’s 
resolutions.
○ ...support from public health minister, study showed that 22% of peo-
ple wanting to quit were more likely to after seeing the advert.

ii. Obama’s 2008 political campaign - one of the world’s most effective ever
○ First political campaign in history to harness social media (5 million 
supporters on 15 social networks)
○ Integrated communication: Campaigners talked about the same thing 
at the same time across all channels - news, advertising, website, emails, 
etc. (Consistent positive message: “yes we can!”)
○ Required people to take action - each step of the Obama campaign was 
geared towards getting people to vote

iv. Outreach

1. What is outreach?
○  Outreach is an effort by an individual/individuals to reach out to fellow stu-
dents, local communities, or the general populace with the goal of spreading 
information and ideas, promoting a cause, raising awareness, etc.
○ It involves developing connections and networks of individuals/groups for 
support.
○ There is often an engagement aspect.
○ It is directly linked to the intended message that is to be propagated: should 
have targets, goals, and milestones.
○ Finally, outreach is a skill that can be developed.

2. Methods of outreach
○ Community-wide outreach can be:
○ Door-to-door
○ On the street 
○ In community centers
○ Through social media
○ School-specific outreach can involve:
○ In-class presentations
○ Tabling/setting up in different buildings/faculties
○ Reaching out to individual professors

○ Events 

It is important to have a variety of outreach methods to truly get your message 
across - often posters and flyers are not enough; people are more likely to get 
involved and build trust in your ideas if there is face-to-face/person-to-person 
engagement.  Social media is increasingly important for all sorts of outreach.  Pre-
senting in class is a good opportunity to exploit this - in doing so you are reaching 
out to a large number of people with immediate access to cellphones, computers, 
etc. If you are aiming within a specific group, it is useful to gain the support of a 
key person first, and have them speak with you to solidify your credibility.
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3. Some things to consider when narrowing down the scope of your outreach 
campaign:

○ What message are you trying to send?
○ What is your budget for this outreach (out of your whole campaign budget)?
○ How many campaign-members do you have? 

● outreaching in pairs can create a more inviting and thus effective envi-
ronment. It also provides safety, support, and back-up.

○ What are the specific groups that you want to reach?
● specific demographic? faculty? on campus/off campus?

- different strategies attract different groups of people! 
- pick your targets wisely - no need to waste time on people who are un-
likely to be receptive to begin with
- “If we tried to create a message that spoke to everyone, it would reach 
no one” (anon)

○ location matters! 
● What is the best way to present your points while maintaining/creating 
interest?

○ What is your end goal from this outreach?
● getting votes? collecting names/emails? pledges of support?
● it is important to get commitments from people (any sort of commitment 
will improve chances of follow-through)

4. Barriers to outreach include:
○ misconceptions 
○ lack of clear/defined goal

5. Successful outreach will help foster connections, create a sense of understand-
ing, and gather support by being:

○ engaging
○ enthusiastic
○ interactive

6. After initial outreach….
○ Follow-up!  If you have collected names and emails, it is crucial to send at 
least a cursory email to remind people of your main points, and show them 
that their support counts!  Don’t assume that because people seemed interest-
ed when you spoke to them that they will carry-through with this!
○ Remember, perseverance is important! Just because one person (or many!) 
may not agree with your ideas does not mean that no one will. If you had 
trouble gathering support the restructuring of your outreach program may be 
in order, or simply reaching out to other people may be the answer.
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v. Case Study: YES! Campaign

Below you’ll find a list of the general steps taken by the leaders of the YES! Cam-
paign, shared with us in an interview with Tanya Taggart-Hodge; they can be modi-
fied or altered to suit specific campaigns!

What was it?: A two-week long push to promote voting “yes” in favor of the Sus-
tainability Projects Fund referendum. The SPF is a cornerstone of sustainability at 
McGill, providing seed funding and support to kick-start staff and/or student-run 
sustainability initiatives.

Who conducted it?: Head organizer - Tanya Taggart-Hodge
When did it happen?: Winter 2012

The Two-Week Push: Steps

Step One: Administrative Setup
○ Take on the initiative; meet with elections officer to learn of electoral rules 
prior to starting campaign
○ Meet with students and alumni who have led this in the past and ask for ad-
vice

Step Two: Committee Building and Planning
○ Create a plan of what you will include in your campaign (Facebook, twitter, 
posters, flyers, blurb, class announcements, etc.)
○ Start emailing key, competent individuals you think might be interested to 
be on the YES! committee (you should have a couple of right hand people who 
can help delegate things to the rest of the committee, and who will support you 
if things get overwhelming); once you have those couple of people, reach out 
further to build up the YES! committee
○ Write up tagline and blurb for the campaign

Step Three: Delegation
○ Delegate online hub creation (Facebook page, wordpress, website, etc.) to 
one of the YES! committee members; same thing for flyers, posters, etc.
○ All of this should happen before voting starts!

Step Four: Prior to Campaigning
○ Campaigning should start just before or around when voting starts; this is 
when you want to be pushing on class announcements and one-on-one con-
versations
○ All of your campaigning materials need to be done by this point
○ Know your target audience (i.e. single faculty or entirety of McGill)
○ Get everything printed and signed by elections officer before campaigning 
starts
○ Have template email that your committee can start emailing out once vot-
ing starts; have online materials ready (posters) for people to use on Facebook, 
etc.

Step Five: Start of Campaign
○ Maintain a google doc with who is doing which class announcements, and 
who is sending the blurb and where; try to hit all of the media outlets and 
departmental listservs; email everywhere, talk to people!!
○ Hold tables if necessary
○ You will receive regular updates from elections officer as to what percent-
age of the student body has voted; strategize accordingly as the campaign 
progresses to make sure you hit quorum!

Step Six: Follow-up Post-Campaign
○ Send thank you notes to all involved after campaign ends, take down post-
ers, take down Facebook group, etc.
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What made it effective?:
○ Direct communication - stopping people on campus and talking to them one-
on-one
○ Being concise - having a short spiel and knowing it by heart
○ Knowing your goal - not to get a yes from every person, but to create aware-
ness
○ Having a core group of volunteers - holding a few meetings to share info, prep 
materials, etc. but also people to support a crucial online component (requires 
less time commitment)
○ Class announcements - important during voting period; people can log on in 
class right away to vote

Additional tips from campaign:
○ Do not hand out flyers without speaking to the people first - inform them as 
to why this is important and why they should care
○ Create a google doc for committee members to delegate tasks (i.e. class an-
nouncements, where you are directing the information)

So, now that you’ve seen the options available, and hopefully tested some of them 
out, you may be wondering what comes next.  That is up to you!  McGill offers 
many opportunities for student involvement in sustainability and self-led initia-
tives.  We have listed a few options below.

Apply for a MOoS internship!
The McGill Office of Sustainability offers several internships throughout the 
school year.  These are advertised on the “Internship Offices Network” page under 
“On Campus” internships.  Opportunities often become available over the sum-
mer before the school year begins, as well as at the end of the Fall Semester.  It is 
good to check the site often in case new opportunities arise! Check out this link: 
http://www.mcgill.ca/internships/opportunities/oncampus#MOS

Come up with an idea for McGill Sustainability Projects Fund (SPF)!
Have a great idea for a project to make McGill more sustainable? Check out this 
link: http://www.mcgill.ca/sustainability/spf/about-spf

Applied Student Research
Want to research further into a specific problem in the community? Initiate your 
own research project, information available on this site: http://wikisites2.mcgill.
ca/livinglaboratory/index.php/Welcome_to_McGill%27s_Learning_Lab_Wikisite

Join a club/group on campus
If you want continued involvement, but in a more group-oriented way, consider 
looking at the various environmental groups around campus.  There are over 70 
groups related to the environment at McGill, and many others that encompass 
sustainability in its broadest sense!
http://ssmu.mcgill.ca/representation/ssmu-policies/sustainability/
http://ssmu.mcgill.ca/clubs/environmental-clubs/
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The purpose of the toolkit, as stated above, is to engage students at McGill at a 
grassroots level. Help us help you by providing feedback on the toolkit so we can 
create better avenues for involvement!!

1. Prior to volunteering with the sustainability movement/the McGill Office of 
Sustainability, did you have any relevant experience? 

2. What does sustainability mean to you? Did it change at all over the course of 
your volunteering? 

3.  Is there anything you care more about now?

4. Do you have suggestions for things to add to this guide? 

VII. FEEDBACK ForM FOR CHANGE-Makers
THANK YOU!!

Feedback :

McGill Office of Sustainability
• Lilith Wyatt – Sustainability Officer
• Josee Methot – Vision 2020 Co-Coordinator
• Jessica Marais – Vision 2020 Co-Coordinator
• Julia Solomon – Senior Communications Specialist
• Martin von Krauss  - Director

Content Contributors:

McGill Office of Sustainability
• Swathi Sadagopan – Local Action Intern (What is Sustainability and Sustain-
ability at McGIll; Mind Map)

McGill University
• Jim Nicell – Dean, Faculty of Engineering (Fitting into the Framework)

Alumni
• Tanya Taggart-Hodge (SPF/YES! Campaign)

Graphic Design:

McGill Office of Sustainability
• Keelin Elwood - Multimedia Associate Intern
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